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Q1

For each sentence in the following list, suggest a translation into an atomic 
sentence of fol.

• Max shook hands with Claire.

• Max shook hands with Claire yesterday.

• AIDS is less contagious than influenza.

• Spain is between France and Portugal in size.

ShookHands(max, claire)

ShookHandsOn(max, claire, yesterday)

a: AIDs, i: influenza 

LessCont (a, i)

BetweenInSize (spain, france, portugal)



Q2

Express in English the claims made by the following sentences of fol as 
clearly as you can.

• Taller(father(claire), father(max))

• john = father(max)

• mother(melanie) = mother(claire)



Q3

Let's suppose that everyone has a favorite movie star. Given this 
assumption, make up a first order language for talking about people and 
their favorite movie stars

• Harrison is Nancy's favorite actor.

• Nancy's favorite actor is better than Max's.

• Claire's favorite actor's favorite actor is Brad.

• Sean is his own favorite actor.

fav(nancy) = harrison

Better(fav(nancy), fav(max))

fav(fav(claire)) = brad

fav(sean) = sean



Q4

For each of the arguments below, identify the premises and conclusion. 
And give your opinion about whether these arguments are valid and 
sound.

• Anyone who wins an academy award is famous. Meryl Streep won an academy 
award. Hence, Meryl Streep is famous.

• The right to bear arms is the most important freedom. Charlton Heston said so, 
and he's never wrong.

• Al Gore must be dishonest. After all, he's a politician and hardly any politicians 
are honest.

• Mark Twain lived in Hannibal, Missouri, since Sam Clemens was born there, and 
Mark Twain is Sam Clemens.



Q5

Is this argument valid? If so, give an informal proof of its validity

Premises:Between(b, a, c)

LeftOf(a, c)

Conclusion:LeftOf(a, b)

This argument is valid. Since b is between a and c, there is a straight line 

from a to b on to c. But a is left of c so you must be going from left to 

right along this line from a to c. But you pass b as you go, so b must also 

be left of c.



Q6 Formal Prove



Q7

Is the following argument valid? Sound? If it is valid, give an informal 
proof of it. If it is not valid, give an informal counterexample to it.

“All computer scientists are rich. Anyone who knows how to program a computer is a computer 
scientist. Bill Gates is rich. Therefore, Bill Gates knows how to program a computer.”

The argument is not valid. Hence it cannot be sound. 

Imagine that there were only two computer scientists, Bill Gates and Steve Jobs, 

that they were both rich, but that only Steve Jobs knows how to program. Then all 

the premises would be true, but the conclusion false. So the argument cannot be 

valid.



Q8


